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Abstract 
A test derivation method suitable for testing interoperability for the class of communication 

protocols like the ATM/B-ISDN signaling protocol was proposed in [KanK 
97]. Up to now, there is no work implementing automatic derivation of the 
interoperability test suite in the method and analyzing its coverage. In this 
paper, we implement the algorithm proposed in [KanK 97], apply it to the 
ATM/B-ISDN signaling protocol and the TCP protocol, and analyze the 
application results. In this process, we ( 1) improve the algorithm so that it can 
handle features like the TCP's three-way handshaking, (2) implement the 
improved algorithm as a program and derive an interoperability test suite 
automatically as a result of applying it to a pair of communicating TCP FSMs, 
and (3) analyze the generated interoperability test suite in terms of transition 
coverage1• 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

To increase the confidence in protocol products implemented according to 
international standards, various protocol testing methodologies have been 
developed and applied. As an activity, conformance testing that checks 
whether an implementation is correct with respect to the relevant standards 
has been standardized by ISO [ISO 94] and applied to protocols such as N
ISDN, ATM/B-ISDN, and so on. Nevertheless, it is widely known that 
conformance testing has limitation in ensuring interoperability. Thus, even a 
pair of two conforming implementations can fail to interoperate [RafC 90, 
APRS 93]. Two main causes of non-interoperation of conforming 

1 Transition coverage is the proportion of executed transitions over the whole transitions after 
validating or simulating a system. 
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implementations are ambiguity of protocol standards and incompleteness of 
conformance testing [ShiK 98]. There is some research work on 
interoperability testing done in the past. [RafC 90] deals with interoperability 
test suite generation based on reachability analysis. However, it is not based 
on a rigorous definition of interoperability and considers only the case where 
lower testers exist between two JUTs. [VerB 94] describes experiences with 
interoperability testing of the FT AM protocol that uses only a single tester 
between two JUTs and thus has limited capability. [APRS 93] derives 
conformance test suite and interoperability test suite separately and later 
manually combines them to reduce the number of conformance test cases. 
[KanK 97] develops a method for systematically dealing with symmetric 
communication protocols2 and uses an interoperability test architecture that 
does not observe the interface behavior between two JUTs. [ShiK 98] 
proposes and applies a test derivation method suitable for testing 
interoperability for the class of communic~tion protocols like the A TMIB
ISDN signaling protocol. Comparing the work listed above, our work made 
contributions to the automatic derivation of interoperability test suites and 
test coverage analysis of its applications results. The two papers [KanK 97, 
ShiK 98], which are closely related to our work, derive interoperability test 
suite manually and stop with applying their methods to the ATMIB-ISDN 
protocol. As a step to improve the method, we enhance and implement the 
algorithm. Then we apply the implemented program not only to the A TMIB
ISDN signaling protocol but also to TCP protocol, and analyze the 
application results. In addition, we compare and analyze transition coverage 
of two cases: one case carried out by applying the validation in the 
commercial SDL tool [SDT 97] to the JUT and the other case carried out by 
applying the interoperability test suite utilizing the simulation facility of the 
commercial tool. 
This paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we state backgrounds 
related to this work. Section 3 introduces our enhanced algorithm by 
analyzing the problems in the existing algorithm. In Section 4, we apply the 
algorithm to the ATMIB-ISDN signaling protocol and the TCP protocol. 
During this process, we generate the interoperability test suites both for the 
ATMIB-ISDN protocol and the TCP. In Section 5, we compare transition 
coverages of two cases: one obtained from applying the interoperability test 
suite derived in Section 4 to the simulator of the commercial SDL tool and 

2 When implementations based on the same protocol specification interact each other, we 
define the protocol as symmetric protocol (e.g., ATMIB-ISDN signaling protocol and 
TCP). If protocol specifications which have implemented as IUTs are different (e.g., 
server/client}, we define the protocol as asymmetric protocol. 
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the other from validation process using the validator of the tool. Finally in 
Section 6, we discuss the conclusion and the future work. 

2. BACKGROUND 
It is difficult to stimulate/observe the interactions between processes or 
systems because of the asynchronicity in concurrent programs or distributed 
systems. To avoid these difficulties, [AraS 92] imposes two principles on the 
black-box testing for concurrent programs. First, scheduler-independent 
observation principle makes events arise from each process without 
influence of scheduler algorithm. In many cases, this principle implies that 
the observation cannot distinguish the order of events occurring in different 
processes. Second, single stimulus principle means that a single stimulus 
must be given at each stable state. A stable state for concurrent programs is 
defined in [ AraS 92] as the system state ( 1) that is reachable from the initial 
state adhering to the single stimulus principle, and (2) from which no change 
can occur without another stimulus. The system adhering to the single 
stimulus is considered as the system running in a slow environment [LuBP 
94]. In a slow environment, inputs can be sent from the environment to the 
system only in situations where all the queues and all the channels are empty. 
According to the single stimulus principle, multiple stimuli and stimuli 
during transitions are not considered. The interoperability test suite 
derivation algorithm proposed by [KanK 97, ShiK 98] is based on single 
stimulus principle that is the viewpoint of regarding the response of 
implementations for a single input as constituting a test case. 
[ShiK 98] presents three test architectures for the interoperability testing. In 
this paper, only two of them are considered. They are shown in Figure 1. In 
Test Architecture I, Tester A sends a message to IUT A and then IUT A can 
sends messages to IUT B and/or Tester A. If IUT B receives the message, it 
can also sends messages to IUT A and/or Tester B. Tester C located between 
IUT A and IUT B can observe/modify messages between IUT A and IUT B. 
In Test Architecture II, however, it is impossible to read these messages 
owing to absence of Tester C. 

Figure 1. Interoperability test architectures. 
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To achieve interoperability testing, a composite Finite State Machine (FSM) 
need be derived. Let us represent a protocol specification with an FSM in 
order to formally describe the derivation process of composite FSM. Let M 
be the FSM for the protocol specification of an IUT. Then M can be 
represented as follows: 

Definition 1. A FSM is a 5-tuple (S, S0, L;n, Lout• Tr) where: 
(1) S = { S0, S~o ... , Sn_1 } is a set of states ofM, 
(2) S0 E S is the initial state, 
(3) L;n = { v 1o v2, ••• , v m} is a set of input symbols, 
( 4) Lout = { U~o u2, •.. , uk} is a set of output symbols, and 
(5) Tr ~ { S-v/U~S' I S, S' E S 1\ v E L;n 1\ U ~Lout } is a set of 

transitions. 

Bold letters in Definition 1 represent sets. " S-v/U~S' " stands for a 
transition where S, S', v, and U are, respectively, the starting state, the 
destination state, an input symbol and a set of output symbols. 
Let n be the composition of the two FSMs, one, MA, for the specification A 
and the other, Ma, for the specification B. We assume that U in Definition 1, 
for both MA and Ma, consists of at most two output symbols where each 
symbol is for different interface. Then TI can be defined as follows: 

Definition 2. The composite FSM TI is a 5-tuple (Srr, Srr.o. Lrr,in• Lrr,out• Trrr) 
where: 
(1) Srr= { Sn,0, Sn,1, ... , Srr.n-d is a set of global states, and Sn,i =(SA, Sa), 

where SA and Sa are states ofMAand Ma respectively. 
(2) Sn.o E Sn is the initial state. Namely, Sn.o = (SA.o• Sa,0). 

(3) Ln,;n = { Vn1, Vnz .... , Vnm} is a set of input symbols. It consists of input 
messages for the interface A and B. These messages are external inputs 
from testers. Namely, Ln,;n = (L;n,A,E u L;n,B,E). 

I 

:u1 

interface A 

u21 .. 
t- I 

.., 1u4 

interface C 

Mo 
lg u3: .. 
: ,... Tester B 

interface B 

Figure 2. Output Symbols of two FSMs. 

( 4) Ln,out = { Um, Unz, ... , Unk } is a set of output symbols. As shown in 
Figure 2, Um, an element ofLn,out• is represented as vector <ul, u2, u3, 
u4>, where ul, u2, u3, and u4 represent messages transmitted by MA via 



interface A, MA via interface C, M8 via interface B, and by M8 via 
interface C respectively. 
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(5) Trn~ { Srr-vnfUn~Sn' I Sn,Sn' eSn 1\ VnELn~a 1\ UneLn,out} is a set 
of transitions. 

Note that set of transitions Trn derived by the interoperability test suite 
derivation algorithm [KanK 97, ShiK 98] includes not only interoperability 
test cases but also conformance test cases. 

3. ENHANCEMENT OF THE INTEROPERABILITY TEST 
SUITE DERIVATION ALGORITHM 

In this section, we propose our enhanced algorithm by analyzing problems in 
the algorithm shown in [ShiK 98]. 

3.1 Problems in the Existing Algorithm 

The existing algorithm proposed by [ShiK 98] has a problem that the 
algorithm is not applicable to a case where there are more than two messages 
between two IUTs for an external input. Namely, the number of internal 
messages caused by an external input are limited to two. These internal 
messages such as u2 and u4 in Figure 2 do not interact with the environment. 

Figure 3. An example of message 
interaction 

Figure 4. An example of message 
interaction for the ATMIB-ISDN 
signaling protocol for the TCP. 

In the case of ATMIB-ISDN signaling protocol as shown in Figure 3, 
internal messages between two IUTs can be represented with two elements 
(i.e., u2 and u4) in a vector <ul , u2, u3, u4> defined in Definition 2- (4). 
In general protocols, however, internal messages can not be represented with 
this data structure when the number of messages exchanged between two 
IUTs is more than two. For instance, TCP connection is made with a three
way handshake. So the three messages, SYN, SYN_ACK, and ACK occur at 
the interface C located between TCP A and TCP B as shown in Figure 4. 
These messages can not be represented only with u2 and u4. 
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3.2 The Enhanced Algorithm 

We solve the problem pointed out in the previous section by redefining the 
Definition 2- (4) as follows: 

Definition 2'. 
(1) Wn= [Un.1 EEl ... EEl Un,; EEl ... EEl Un,1 ] is the concatenation of output 

symbols sequence for an external input. The output symbols Un,; is 
represented by the vector <ul, u2, u3, u4> where ul, u2, u3, and u4 
represent messages transmitted by MA via interface A, MA via interface 
C, Ma via interface B, and by Ma via interface C respectively. 

(2) Ln,out = { Wm, Wn2' ... , Wm} is a set of output symbol sequences. 

The following is an enhanced algorithm adhering to the Definition 2'. The 
statements in the dashed box are the part of original algorithm [ShiK 98], 
and the statements appended or modified from the algorithm are represented 
in shadow. 

1 :Ln,ia := Lia,A,E U Lia,B,E 

2:Sn.o := ( SA,o• Ss,o) 

3:Sn := { Sn.o } 
4:Trn:= {} 
5:IOPTS := {} 

6:NEW :=Sn 

7:while NEW~0 do begin 

8: gs_i := choose-any(NEW) 

9: NEW :=NEW- {gs_i} 

Input := Ln,;. 

while Input~0 do begin 
10: 

11: 

12: 
13: 
14-1• 

v : = choose-any(lnput) r--- -------- -~ 

I ·- : U _out := [ , , ] : 

4-2: 
15: 

19: 

n ut .- In ut-{v} J-------- ----1 
u -= < ,,' I" -------------- ---- -------- ---

nt · • .., ,, 1 U_out := ouput( gs_i I v) : 
W·=[Ul.' IL ·-L {U} I n n.t~ . : n .••• . - n,..1 u .- out : 
gs_f:= state gs_t v) 1 Trn := Trn u {gs_t-v/U_out-+gs_f} 1 

Wn :=output'( gs_i 1 v >.#--~----------- ------------

Ln.-:= Ln.- v Wn 

20: then begin 

21 : Sn := Sn u {gs_f} 

NEW :=NEW v {gs_f} 

.------------------------------. 
~~w : ( U_out[2]~NULL v U_out[3]~ ULL): 

·------------------------------· 
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25: then •-------

~61!<.·---....!I~O~M..o.~~~v {.gs_ i-v/W0-.gs_fj 
27: end while .._, 

''~------------------~ 
28:end while : { gs_i-v!U_out-.gs_f}: 

•-------------------' 
Algorithm 1. Enhanced algorithm for interoperability test suite derivation. 

Now we confirm that the enhanced algorithm is applicable to the case in 
Figure 4. In line 1 of the Algorithm 1, a set of input symbols Ln,in is 
initialized by external inputs such as passive_open, close, send_data, and 
active_ open which were shown in TCP FSM. By initialization steps from 
line 1 to 6, an initial value of the set NEW becomes the initial state (Closed, 
Closed). To explain an example in Figure 4, we assume that the start stable 
state (Closed, Listen) has been already added to the set NEW as a result of 
progress of the algorithm. Also, we assume that start stable state gs_i gets 
state (Closed, Listen) from the set NEW in line 8 and the input symbol v gets 
the input symbol active_open from a set of input symbols Input in line 12. 
Then, Wn becomes [ < , SYN, ,SYN_ACK >, < established, ACK, 
established, > ] by the function output'() in line 16 after it is initialized in 
line 14. These output symbols can not be represented with the existing 
algorithm's data structure Un (i.e., <u1, u2, u3, u4>). Figure 5 summarizes 
the proceeding of the algorithm. 

start stable state gs_i = (Closed, Listen) 
input symbol v = active_open 
final stable state gsJ = (Estab, Estab) 
output symbol Wn = [ U0 ,., U0 ,2 ], where 
Un.• = <, SYN,, SYN_ACK> and 
U0 ,2 = <established, ACK, established, > 
transition Tr0 = (Closed, Listen) - active_open I [ < , SYN, , 
SYN_ACK>, <established, ACK, established, > ] ~ (Estab, Estab) 

Figure 5. Application of Algorithm 1 to the example in Figure 4. 

Our enhanced algorithm is the generalized one which is applicable to 
protocols in general since the algorithm have no limitation on the number of 
internal messages. 
The program implementing Algorithm 1 gets FSMs corresponding to two 
IUTs as a file, executes the data in the file, and writes its result (namely, 
interoperability test suite) to a file like the format in Appendixes 1 and 2. 
The time taken for generating each test suites is negligible. 
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4. INTEROPERABILITY TEST SUITE 
DERIVATION 

In this section, we demonstrate the feasibility of Algorithm 1 in Section 3 by 
applying the implementation of the algorithm to ATMIB-ISDN signaling 
protocol used in [ShiK 98]. Then we show the generality of this algorithm 
through derivation of interoperability test suite for connection management 
(establishment/release) part of TCP. 

4.1 Application to ATMIB-ISDN Signaling Protocol 

The result of applying the implementation of the enhanced algorithm to 
A TMIB-ISDN signaling protocol is described in Appendix 1. Out of the 
thirty-two test cases derived, twenty-six test cases are for interoperability 
testing and six test cases are for conformance testing. The result of this 
application is the same as that of the interoperability test suite derived 
manually in [ShiK 98]. The test cases for conformance testing in Appendix 1 
were not given in [ShiK 98]. 
Let us explain an example of interoperability test case corresponding to the 
scenario in Figure 3. The test case is equivalent to item (1) of Appendix 1 
and is as follows: 

(0:0,0:0) -- SETUPa/[ <CALL_PROC,i_SETUP,SETUP,i_CALL_PROC>] ? (3:9,6:3) 

An input symbol with postfix 'a' (or 'b') represents a message transmitted 
by tester TEa (or TEb) via interface A (or interface B). 'i_' is used to 
indicate internal messages as opposed to external messages. Each element of 
the starting stable state (0:0, 0:0) denotes state NO:NNO of JUTa and state 
NO:NNO of JUTb, respectively. SETUPa before '/' is an input symbol to 
JUTa and [ <CALL_PROC, i_SETUP, SETUP, i_CALL_PROC>] after'/' 
is output symbol sequence. 

4.2 Application to TCP 

In this section we demonstrate the generality of this algorithm by applying it 
to TCP. In this paper, we consider only the connection management part of 
TCP. 

4.2.1 Modeling TCP interoperability testing architecture 

Testers A and B oftest architectures in Figure 1 correspond to Lower Testers 
for JUT A and JUT B, respectively. To test interoperability of TCP we need 
to modify Test Architecture II. The modified test architecture is in Figure 6. 
It has two Upper Testers that are able to access user interfaces of TCP A and 
TCP B, respectively. In spite of this modification, the same algorithm can be 
used to derive interoperability test suite. In case that we apply the algorithm 
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to derive interoperability test suites from the point of view of the users of the 
interacting protocols or systems, the method can be utilized for service 
testing which tests service interoperability of protocols or systems under test. 
Upper Tester controls and observes TCP through Point of Control and 
Observation (PCO). For example, in the case of socket communication, 
Upper Tester makes use of Abstract Service Primitives (ASPs) such as 
socket, bind, listen, accept, and connect to control and observe TCP. Two 
testers may be merged in a local test environment whereas testers may be 
designed to communicate with each other through a separate communication 
channel in a distributed test environment. 

Interface A 

Te ste r A 

PCO : Point of Control and Obstrvatlon 
ASP : Abstract Strvlce Primitive 

Te ste r B 

Figure 6. Architecture for TCP interoperability. 

4.2.2 FSM representation of TCP 

Figure 7 is an FSM for connection management part of TCP [GarR 95]. The 
FSM has eleven states and describes two procedures: one for connection 
establishment from state CLOSED to state ESTABLISHED and the other for 
connection release. Data transfer procedure at state ESTABLISHED is not 
dealt with here. Note that the FSM has simultaneous open and simultaneous 
close procedures. When both systems actively ask for a connection 
simultaneously, the procedure is called simultaneous open or simultaneous 
connection establishment. A simultaneous close occurs when both 
applications initiate a close at the same time. Input is given by the upper 
application program running on TCP and output is presented by one or more 
bit selection among URG, ACK, PSH, RST, SYN, and FIN in the 6-bit 
control field of TCP packet. TCP controls connection management by 
selection of these bits. 
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Figure 7. Simplified TCP FSM. Figure 8. TCP FSM 
.In this paper, we make use of the FSM in Figure 8 obtained by omitting 
the behavior related to timer from Figure 7. The reason for the omission is 
that the tester cannot control the internal behavior of IUT relating to time. 
This omission makes it impossible to test RST message handling the part 
that invokes connection re-establishment. In the FSM, there are three types 
of messages: messages from tester to TCP, messages between two TCPs 
represented in bold characters, and messages (which are responses of socket 
communications) from TCP to the tester through PCO. The last type 
messages are extracted from the basic socket system calls [Rich 91]. 

4.2.3 Application result 

The application result of the implementation of the enhanced algorithm to 
the connection management part of TCP is described in Appendix 2. Out of 
the thirty-two test cases derived, sixteen test cases are for interoperability 
testing and sixteen test cases for conformance testing. The ratio of the 
number of the conformance test cases over that of the interoperability ones 
for TCP is higher than that of ATMIB-ISDN signaling protocol because of 
the fact that there are several paths for connection establishment in TCP. 
Namely TCP has a negotiation procedure returning to the initial state when 
there is some disagreement between peer TCPs. For example, TCP FSM in 
Figure 8 returns to state Closed if IUT does not receive a proper message 
after it transits to state SYN _Sent by receiving an active_ open message from 
state Closed. TCP establishes its connection via passing through states Listen 
or SYN_Sent from the initial state whereas ATM/B-ISDN signaling protocol 
establishes its connection by a single SETUP message. Since TCP has local 
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behavior without any message exchange with peer TCP as the above, more 
conformance test cases are needed. 
Let us show an example of test case for the message interaction in Figure 4. 
This test case is equivalent to item (13) of Appendix 2 and as follows: 

(Closed,Listen) -- active_open_a/[ <,i_SYN, ,i_SYN_ACK>, <established, i_ACK, 

established,>] ~ (Estab,Estab) 

5. TRANSITION COVERAGE 

In this section we investigate transition coverage of the TCP interoperability 
test suite derived in Section 4. For this, we view the TCP FSM simulator as 
the IUT and carry out two case studies of transition coverage: one for that of 
the derived interoperability test suite and the other for that of validation by a 
commercial SOL tool. In the latter case, if there are no errors in the 
specification and its SOL model, we should get 100% coverage provided 
that the validation method of choice is complete. We first explain the two 
cases and then we compare their respective transition coverage. Also we 
analyze the reasons why certain transitions are not covered. 

5.1 Two Case Studies of Transition Coverage 
Calculation 

This section conducts two case studies of calculating transition coverage. 
The first one (Case I) is carried out by applying the commercial SOL tool to 
the IUT. Let us denote by TC1 the transition coverage of this case. The 
second case (Case II) is carried out by applying the interoperability test suite 
utilizing the simulation facility of the commercial tool. Let us denote by TC2 
the transition coverage of this case. Since Case I is for validation and Case II 
is for interoperability testing, their purposes are different. However, it is 
meaningful to compare TC2 with TC 1 because the TC 1 is obtained by 
exercising mechanically and completely all the transitions in a step by step 
manner. 
Case I is carried out in Bit-State mode which examines all possible 
transitions for each state. The Bit-state mode is a complete validation 
method. Case I is carried out under the validation architecture of Figure 9. 
This structure is designed such that input message to the two IUTs are 
applies from the external environment. When the Bit-State mode is used, this 
external input should be selected automatically by the commercial tool. 
In Case I, the validation tool controls the external environment whereas in 
Case II the tester controls it. Thus as shown in Figure 10 the test architecture 
for Case II is designed such that the tester communicates with the external 
environment of the validation architecture. Moreover, since Case II is for 
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interoperability testing, in order to apply one or more interoperability test 
cases, each test case should start in the initial state. For this, IUT' used in the 
test architecture of Case II is augmented with transitions that take us to the 
initial state upon receiving reset message in each state. 

r-------------------, 
I I 

ri~-~ 1- -~~ -~ I 

I I 

Environment : __ llalid.aliD.n..arcb.il~ur.t-_: 

Tester J L 
I 

Figure 9. Validation Architecture. Figure 10. Test Architecture. 

Since the test architecture of Case II follows the test architecture suggested 
in Figure 6, it requires two testers. But we assume that one tester performs 
the role of two testers and the underlying layers are reliable and correct and 
consider only Protocol Data Unit (PDU) for TCP. 
Since Case II is for interoperability testing, Case II comparing with Case I 
has the following properties: 

Pl. There are transitions from any state to the initial state when the IUT 
receives reset signal from the tester. Uncovered transitions out ofthose 
transition executed by reset signal should be excluded in calculating 
transition coverage because those ones are added for testing purpose. 

Pl. The test cases are for interoperability testing. Thus, uncovered transition 
out of those transitions executed for conformance testing should be 
excluded in calculating the transition coverage of the interoperability 
testing. 

5.2 The Comparison Result 
Figure 11 depicts the SDL model of TCP FSM shown in Figure 8. The two 
target IUTs of interoperability testing works based on the same FSM. 
Therefore, we examine transition coverage with respect to one IUT's FSM 
only, that for the other one being the same. The total transition coverage for 
the whole system ofiUTs is twice that of one IUT. 
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Figure 11. SDL Description3• 

Figure 12. Transition coverage tree and chart for Case I. 

The transition coverage for Case I obtained by validation under the 
architecture of Figure 9 is shown in Figure 12. The left-hand side figure of 
Figure 12 depicts the part for the IUTa among the whole transition coverage 
tree. The size of shaded parts indicates the ratio of the executed transitions. 
In order to illustrate the numbers, let us take the example of "505(0-111 )" in 
the circle, in which: 
- 505 transition have been executed, 

3 The word 'close' is reserved in the commercial SOL tool. Thus we prefix it with'S' . 
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the least frequently executed transition in block IUTa has been executed 
zero times, and 
the most frequently executed transition in block IUTa has been executed 
Ill times. 

In the lower part of the tree, there is one transition that was never executed. 
It is represented by 0 in the rectangle of Figure 12. It is the transition that 
was not executed upon receiving FIN_ACK in FIN_ Waitl state. Note that 
there is no shade for the input symbol FIN_ACK. 
Let us look at the transition coverage chart on the right-hand side of Figure 
12. Total number of executed transitions is 505, the number of transitions 
that are executed at least once is 19 (95%) and that of transitions that are 
never executed is 1 (5%). The horizontal axis indicates the number of 
executions of the transition under consideration. When this number is 0, it 
means that the transition was never executed. The execution times of the 
most frequently executed transition are 111. The vertical axis indicates the 
number of relevant transitions. The transition that was never executed is the 
transition from FIN_ Waitl to Closed state among those marked with thick 
arrows in IUT FSM of Figure 14. sin the TCP FSM4 of Figure 7 shown in a 
book [GarR 95], there are three paths from FIN_ Waitl state to Closed state: 
(1) upon receiving FIN, move to Closing state and then move to Closed state 
upon receiving ACK, (2) upon receiving ACK, move to FIN_ Wait2 state and 
then move to Closed state upon receiving FIN and (3) upon receiving 
FIN_ ACK, move to Closed state. In the last case, FIN_ ACK means that 
among the control bits of the packet both FIN bit and ACK bit are set. Even 
though there are three possibilities, there is no state sending FIN_ ACK 
corresponding to (3) and therefore this transition cannot be executed. That is, 
the protocol specification itself is not complete. Thus the transition coverage 
would be 100% if we do not consider the transition. 
Let us examine the transition coverage for Case II. Here we want to calculate 
the test coverage of the interoperability test suite derived using the program 
realizing Algorithm 1. It is shown in Figure 13. 
The left-hand side of Figure 13 depicts only the part with 0% coverage for 
IUTa among the whole transition coverage tree. As shown, there are 13 
transitions in IUTa that are never executed. The chart in the right-hand side 
of Figure 13 represents that total number of executed transitions is 41, and 
17 (57%) transitions are covered and 13 (43%) ones are not covered out of 
the total 30 transitions. Note that I 0 transitions triggering by reset input out 
of the total 30 ones were added for testing purpose (See property PI in 
Section 5.1). The 10 transitions consist of 7 ones out of the 13 uncovered 

4 In the TCP FSM of RFC [RFC 81 ], on which the FSM of [GarR 95] is based, there is no transition to 
take from FIN_ Wait! state to Closed state upon receiving FIN_ACK. 
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ones and 3 ones out of the 17 covered ones (Those data are in columns Treset 
and Total in Table 1). Considering transitions corresponding with the total 
20 transitions of the TCP specification which was dealt with in Case I, the 
number of uncovered transitions is 6 (which is equivalent to the sum of 
corresponding T1oPT and T cr in Table 1) and these transitions are marked 
with thick arrows in Figure 14. 

Figure 13. Transition coverage tree and chart for Case II. 

5.3 Result Analysis 
Transitions need to be classified in order to analyze the transition coverage 
of Case II. 

Definition 3. Transition classification 
T cT: those transitions not having messages passing through interface C. 
T10PT: those transitions having one or more than one messages passing 
through interface C. 
T init: the transition to initialize FSM. 
Treset: those transitions moving from any state to the initial state by reset 
input. 

According to Definition 3, we classify the transitions as Figure 15. 
The following Table represents the transition coverage obtained by Case II. 

Table 1. Transition coverage anal~sis on Case II. 
Transition Classification TIOPT TcT Tinit Treset Total 

The number of covered transitions 12 (75%) 1 I 3 17 
The number of uncovered transitions 4 (25%) 2 0 7 13 

Total 16 {100%) 3 I 10 30 
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Figure 14. Uncovered transitions. 
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Figure 15. Transition classification. 

Since T cr (i.e., T1, T2, and T3 in Figure 15) corresponds to conformance 
testing, those transitions are not dealt with in Case II dealing with 
interoperability testing (See property P2 in Section 5.1). Note that one 
transition, T2, is executed during interoperability testing because the 
transition belongs to the preamble of some test cases for interoperability 
testing. 
Let us analyze transition coverage of T10Pr· The uncovered transitions in 
T10pr are TS, T9, T1 0 and Til. Transition T1 0 is not covered because of 
incompleteness of the specification as mentioned before. Transitions TS, T9 
and Til are not executed because of the limitation of our algorithm (the 
limitation will be discussed briefly later in this section). Transition coverage 
of validation in Case I becomes I 00% (15 transitions out of 15 ones in T10pr ) 

if we exclude T1 0 which is not executed due to incompleteness of the 
specification. And transition coverage of our method applying 
interoperability test cases in Case II becomes 80% ( 12 transitions out of 15 
ones in T10PT) if we exclude transition TIO as stated above. In addition, if we 
calculate the transition coverage including conformance testing, since all of 
three transitions in T cr in Table 1 can be executed, the transition coverage 
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becomes 83% because of covering 15 transitions (12 transitions in T10pr + 3 
transitions in Tcr) out of 18 ones (15 in T10pr + 3 in Tcr). 
Total number of executed transitions to obtain 100% transition coverage in 
validation (Case I) is 505 whereas that of obtaining 80% in Case II is 41. It is 
not possible to compare directly the number of executed transitions to obtain 
each transition coverage since those two cases are performed for different 
purposes. However, the data are very informative since interoperability 
testing is a kind of test exploring the total state space (which validation 
covers) with limited time and resource. As summarized in Table 2, it is 
worth deriving interoperability test cases having significant transition 
coverage spending relatively little time and resource. 

Table 2. Transition coverage and cost. 

Case I 
Case II 

Transition coverage 
100% (15/15) 
80% (12/15) 

Number of executed transitions 
505 
41 

Let us discuss briefly the limitation and possible extension of our algorithm 
which is further work. Transitions T8, T9 and T11 are not covered because 
of the single stimulus principle and test architecture which our algorithm is 
based on. Transitions T9 and Tll can not be executed because of the single 
stimulus principle since those transitions require two inputs at the same time. 
As the solution, we can adopt simultaneous stimulus principle meaning that 
two inputs cart be applied to both IUTs at the same time. Since the order of 
events invoked by the simultaneous stimulus principle is nondeterministic, 
we may require stochastic approach to this control and observation. Also 
transition T8 can be performed in Test Architecture I (in Figure 1) having a 
tester between two IUTs. Since the tester is able to capture packets in 
transmission, packet loss can be simulated. By extending our method, those 
transitions can be covered and thus the transition coverage of interoperability 
test suite becomes 100% which is equivalent to that of validation. 

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

In this paper, we demonstrated that the test suite derivation for the 
interoperability testing of protocols is possible efficiently and effectively in 
an automatic way. In order to do that, we enhanced the algorithm in [ShiK 
98], implemented our enhanced algorithm as a program, and applied it to the 
ATMIB-ISDN signaling protocol and TCP protocol. As its results, we 
showed that our implementation of the enhanced algorithm generates the 
same interoperability test cases successfully with the test cases generated 
manually in [ShiK 98]. Also, we carried out an interoperability testing for 
the connection management part of the TCP by applying the derived test 
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suite utilizing the simulation facility of the commercial SDL tool. The 
transition coverage in this case and the transition coverage when validation 
facility is utilized were compared and analyzed. As the result, except for the 
transition described ambiguously in the protocol specification, for obtaining 
100% transition coverage in validation it took 505 transition execution 
whereas it took only 41 transition executions for obtaining 80% when we 
apply the interoperability test suite derived in this paper. Since in general the 
time and resources required is proportional to the amount of execution of 
transitions, it is shown in this paper that the method is very efficient for the 
interoperability testing of protocols with limited time and resource 
comparing with validation. Moreover, the testing cost of interoperability 
could go down conspicuously while giving the same transition coverage as 
the validation one if we adopt a method (which need to work further) 
handling simultaneous open/close and message loss. 
As a further work, one may think of extracting a test suite that has a couple 
of external inputs at once, by extending data structure used in our·algorithm. 
In addition to that, further studies may be needed on testing FSM including 
primitives such as signal delay and data representation, and on testing 
protocols and systems in terms of service testing. 
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APPENDIX 1. TEST SUITE FOR ATMIB-ISDN 
SIGNALING PROTOCOL. 

'----'1 : interoperability test cases (Total number is 26) 
test cases (Total number is 6) 

.__ _ _,I : conformance 

A stable state and output symbols are represented as (SUNJa• SPNNJa• SUNib• SPNNJb) and 
[ <a message from UNia via interface A, a message from PNNia via interface C, a 
message from UNib via interface B, a message from PNNib via interface C> ], 
respectively. 
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APPENDIX 2. TEST SUITE FOR CONNECTION 
MANAGEMENT PART OF TCP. 

D : interoperability test cases (Total number is 16) D : conformance test cases 
(Total number is 16) 


